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Digest the story:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Describe some of the most inspiring moments during the massive gathering
in Chapter 19. Could such an election night event ever take place, and how
would it impact the nation?
Did the outcome Running Mate presidential election surprise you? Explain.
What were each of the conditions that each candidate shared in the phone
call in which they dialogued about the Vice Presidency?
Reread the Prologue (p. viii) and the Afterword (page 278) and discuss the
significance of each.

Consider current Events:
1.

2.

3.

Eagle Scout Brennan Lee concluded the election night rally with a quote
form Lincoln’s second inaugural address. Lincoln never had the chance to
implement his vision for post-Civil War reconstruction and healing, but what
could we learn from Lincoln that would heal our “civil” divides today?
What elements and issues were “new” in this year’s presidential election?
Were they helpful or problematic and do you hope these things continue in
future elections?
What responsibilities do both the winner and loser of an election have?
What should be expected of each?

Think about leadership:
1.

2.

Have you ever had a political or philosophical conversation with someone
who disagreed with you that led to the changing of one of your minds? What
is necessary for that kind of discussion to take place?
Only 1 person gets to be President, but the world is FULL of leadership roles.
What have you learned about leadership throughout this season that will
impact how you lead?

Jesus is My Running Mate
1.

In Luke 22:42, Jesus didn’t get His way. Politically, he may have preferred to
remain alive, teach, and heal people, but God called Him to sacrifice His life
in order to transform the world’s people and governments. What does this
tell us about our ability to know “the right way” and our responsibility to
humbly accept hardship as an opportunity to serve?
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